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[Enjoy business benefits]

High-quality events supported by a dedicated 
project manager and skilled operators

Build brand recognition through customized 
registration pages

Efficient call entry via dial-in number and 
passcode

Real-time engagement tools such as polls, 
surveys, live chat, and Q&A

Live and post-event reporting and analytics for 
higher ROI

Perfect for all your virtual audio 
and web events    

Arkadin Event brings a comprehensive set of services 
with the expertise of the most highly experienced 
operators in the industry. 

From start to finish, Arkadin will help plan and execute 
your most important events, with services like efficient 
PIN code entry, registration options, web conferencing 
for delivering online presentations, and pre-during-
post event support. 
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Virtual events



Value-added services

–    Leverage some or all of the value-
added services for your events

–  Pre-conference for speakers to prep 
for the event

–  Introductions from a skilled operator 
creates a professional experience

–  Live Q&A to gather immediate 
feedback or questions from attendees

Web-based conference tools

–  Browser based services enhance the 
experience of all events

–  View or download reports online

–  Web conferencing services to present 
information and engage the audience

–  Manage your account and content via 
the Dashboard

–  Share on-demand replays for 
participants who couldn’t attend 
via your website and social media 
networks

Events console

–   The perfect addition for presenters to 
control the meeting more effectively

–  Manage and prioritize Q&As on the fly

 –  Demote, promote, or remove 
attendees from the meeting instantly

–  Private chat provides fast 
communications between the host 
and operator during the call

Arkadin ensures you will deliver the best experience for your attendees by 
providing you with live reporting, interactivity, and high customization

[Enjoy sharing]

“In terms of information-sharing and cost-effectiveness, I would say that the event had 
met Nestlé Japan’s goals 100%. I say that because we were able to transmit live audio 
and video to each site without exception, and because the cost of remote collaboration 
was less than our original budget for the domestic participants’ travel costs.”

Wataru Mitsumori
IT Support, Nestlé Japan Ltd

Arkadin’s event managers help you organize your webinar  
so you can concentrate on your core messaging

Virtual events


